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Challenge

Human Ingenuity in Action

A large U.S. health insurer sought to optimize their team specializing in

Collaborating closely with the client, EXL Health and came up with a

identifying fraud and abuse. This process required investigators to run

solution of creating a self-serve capability to address both the areas.

trend reports and identify the outliers, manually examine multiple data
sources to identify trends, and then hand off the report to the original
requestor for review.

Using an interactive visualization tool, a new streamlined view was
created. This parameterized view pulls all the required summarizations
from claims, including data on members, providers, and dates to

This approach was resource-intensive, requiring a high number of

evaluate potential issues. The report can be easily shared with other

employees to create each report, as well as time consuming. It took up

parties assisting with the investigation.

to 48 hours for four full-time employees to process 250 of these reports –
a metric the client wanted to improve.

This tool was created with EXL’s “Select Right, Audit Right, Make It Stick”
philosophy for payment integrity in mind.

Investigators knew they needed to shorten the turnaround time to get
these reports back to the requestor and minimize the resources utilized
to create these reports manually.

OUR PHILOSOPHY FOR PAYMENT INTEGRITY
Select Right

Audit Right

Make it Stick

We use a complete understanding of
our clients' specirfic coverage
guidelines & billling rules and our
analytic tools to make the most
effective audit selections.

Our audit staff looks beyond a claim's
selection reasons and performs
comprehensive reviews for each claim
they receive. This approach yields
maximum error findings.

We minimize appeals by communicating
audit results to providers clearly and
include reasons for findings.
This increases the likellihood of
producing a sign-off.

Designed using a complete understanding of the client’s coverage

By leveraging this tool, investigators were able to view all the required

guidelines and billing rules, it enabled audit staff to perform

summarizations, trend, and outliers based on claims, member, and

comprehensive reviews for each claim they received. By providing

provider data. The report can be created as a PDF, and easily shared

reviewers with the information needed to clearly communicate the

with other parties assisting with the investigation.

reasons for their findings, future appeals would be minimized as well.

Outcomes
By creating this self-service reporting tool, investigators can generate the reports at any given point of the day. The report has become
100% self-sufficient with zero dependency on manual data exports, transfers and loads.
Additionally, by automating the process, this client was able to immediately realize $250,000 in savings by redeploying four full-time
employees previously assigned to higher value tasks.
Most importantly, the client is now able to investigate more providers and identify potential fraud much faster, resulting in an estimated
savings of $2 million annually.
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Contact us to learn how EXL Health helped other clients transform the way healthcare is delivered, managed and paid.
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EXL (NASDAQ: EXLS) is a leading operations management and analytics company that helps our clients build and grow sustainable
businesses. By orchestrating our domain expertise, data, analytics and digital technology, we look deeper to design and manage
agile, customer-centric operating models to improve global operations, drive profitability, enhance customer satisfaction,
increase data-driven insights, and manage risk and compliance. Headquartered in New York, EXL has more than 32,600
professionals in locations throughout the United States, the UK, Europe, India, the Philippines, Colombia, Australia and
South Africa. EXL serves multiple industries including insurance, healthcare, banking and financial services, utilities, travel,
transportation and logistics, media and retail, among others.
For more information, visit www.exlservice.com
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